Adapting Instruction Materials

Read/Download
and adjusting instruction while teaching.

4.5 Adapting instructional plans and curricular materials to meet the assessed needs of students. The job of an Instructional Assistant is done for the purpose(s) of working with instructional materials and visual equipment, bulletin boards, etc. to adapt them to all aspects of instruction, including class climate, interaction, physical accessibility, and readability techniques for adapting instruction to different learning styles.

Looking for materials to help enhance your science lessons? Consider renting from our free STEM materials lending services. Animal X-Rays (Includes Teacher’s Guide) provides resources that can be adapted to meet the needs of diverse learners.

Understanding current instructional technology for adapting materials from face-to-face to e-learning can be challenging. It usually takes less time to adapt existing materials to our own needs than to create new ones. We should use a topic for this kind of material, e.g. ‘Instructional material’.

Candidate creates, adapts, and integrates a broad range of strategies, resources, and technology to meet the needs of learners. Candidate selects, adapts, and utilizes appropriate instructional materials to enhance learning. Day Two: Adapting Content Instruction for Newcomer Students.

Analyzing how to adapt content instruction and materials to meet the needs of newcomer students requires creativity and flexibility. I must adapt and differentiate lessons and materials so that students can access content and strengthen their skills in a way that moves them toward mastery.

The Instructional Designer is a full-time position reporting to the CTEL Director of learning materials. The ability to adapt instructional materials to different situations and environments is crucial. When revamping her lessons to teach the new Common Core standards, educational publishers must work with policy makers and publishers to develop and endorse instructional materials that align with the standards.

Assists the teacher in providing direct instruction to students who experience learning difficulties, adapting instructional materials, audiovisual equipment, etc. to meet their needs.